
New Hartley Housing Development Liaison Group 

Notes of the meeting held on Friday 16 July 2021  

Present: 

Cllr Susan Dungworth, Cllr Jill Henderson, Simon Potts – Seaton Valley Council 

Geoff Horseman and Claire Foster – NCC Planning 

John Barrell and Karen Collier – Community Representative 

Tom Winstanley (Engineer) and Steve Tindale (Site Manager) 

Item discussed Action 
  
1. Apologies for Absence – Stephen Woolridge had submitted his apologies. 

 
 
 

  
2. Notes of meeting held on 18th June 2021. 

The notes were accepted as a true record. 
  

 

3. Action points from previous minutes & current issues 
 
Construction delivery times & routes 
Performance in this area has reduced quite significantly over the last four weeks 
with a number of incidences of early starting and vehicles taking the wrong route 
through the village being recorded. The logs of these incidents will be passed over 
to Barratt Homes so that the firms involved can be contacted. Steve agreed to 
share Barratt Homes’ daily logs with rest of the group too. 
 
Steve offered a possible explanation – a number of firms are using temporary 
drivers as their regular workforce is affected by Covid or isolation. These drivers 
may not be aware of the time restrictions on deliveries or on the routing 
requirements. 
 
Steve also reported that a Gateman is to be employed from Monday 19th July so he 
should be able to tackle offenders and pass on delivery start times and routing 
requirements – hopefully this should lead to improvements over the next week or 
so. 
 
Claire reported that a VARYCO has now been submitted by Barratt Homes seeking 
to change the site delivery start times currently in operation. The times being 
sought are 8am to 6pm which is line with a number of other sites in 
Northumberland. The VARYCO will be subject to full consultation so residents and 
interested parties will be able to submit their views via the planning portal. 
 
Geoff is the Case Officer for the application and suggested that it may prove 
difficult to refuse the VARYCO given the number of examples of similar start times 
throughout the county; however, he encourages residents to use the portal to raise 
any concerns they may have. 
 
The possibility of Enforcement Action was raised again which Claire said she would 
look into; however she felt that the timescales involved meant that the VARYCO 
process might well overtake any action that could be taken. Cllr Henderson felt that 
efforts should have been made to commence enforcement action earlier so that 
action could have been taken as soon as the deterioration in performance became 
evident.  
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Signage 
Tom Winstanley has met with Russell Mason (NCC Highways) to drive the route 
and provisionally agree locations for permanent signage. Highways are now 
consulting with Street Lighting before formal approval can be given. Once approval 
is issued, Tom will instruct contractors to begin installing the permanent signage. 
 
The existing temporary signage close to the telephone exchange appears to have 
disappeared. Tom agreed to investigate. 

 
 

Public Footpath 
Works are ongoing with an estimated contract period of 7 weeks. John Barrell 
raised doubts about this timescale and suggested it could overrun by a 
considerable period. Tom agreed to approach the contractors for an update which 
he will share with the group. 
 
Boundary Fence to Seaburn View 
Steve said that an order has been raised to reposition this fence; however it may 
be a few weeks before the actual works begin. 
 
Mining Trigonometry Points 
Tom thanked Jill/John for passing on the contact details for the mining historian. 
Tom has met with him now and agreed that the ‘trig point’ on the PROW will be 
restored to its original setting and has agreed to draw up an information board 
which will be located within the development. The local historian is drafting the 
content for the notice board. 
 
Dust 
Environmental Health has visited the site; however it wasn’t clear whether their 
instructions to dampen down at least three times per day referred to the roads or 
the site itself. John pointed out that the drivers on the site are going too fast and 
are not using the defined routes; hence excess dust is blown up from undisturbed 
areas. 
Claire agreed to contact Environmental Health colleagues for clarification. 
 
Safety/Security Issues 
No further incidents have been experienced. 
 
Memorial Garden Water Source 
Tom reported that he had submitted an initial application to Northumbria Water – 
he is waiting for them to respond. 
 
 
4. Any other issues 

 
Work Starting before 8am -.can workers be requested to carry out less noisy jobs 
before 8am please? 
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5. Next Meeting – It was agreed to move back to 2 weekly meetings for the time 
being so our next meeting will be take place at 11.30am on 30 July 2021. 
 
 

All to note 

 


